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Alumalite sheet near me

Home Alumalite Sheet 4x8 Material 6mm or 10mm Not the first to review this product • Wavy plastic core • 0.016 Aluminium surface • Up to 5 years warranty from the lamination manufacturer • Up to 10 years of color last (Face only) manufacturer warranty Available in sizes: 4'x8', 4'x10, 5'x10'thickness: 6mm and 10mm NOTE* Not available to pick up Delivery onlyFor availability to
you area please email us info@overnightgrafix.com, call, text or chat faster answer text 909-477-0620 to specify shipping details, color and quantity We offer delivery discount over 4 sheets SKU: Alumalite Material Availability: Stock $175.00 Details Details Construction: • Alumalite is a strong, aluminium composite panel with high density wavy polyalloymer (CPA) that does not
swell, corroded, purulent, wick water or laminated even in case of long-term water exposure • Factory-baked polyester-coloured aluminum faces add high shine and stiffness. Warranty not crack, chip, flake, or cream. Colorfast 10-year limited warranty Benefits: • Out tested for extensive freeze/thaw cycling tests without significant structural panel failure • Ideal paints, digital inks
(both UV or solvent dried), screen print inks and pressure sensitive vinyl • Strong and light, Alumalite has the same weight as 0.040 aluminum sheet metal still 50 times stronger • Routs and cuts using easily standard carpentry tools; Even with curves around the corners • Windproof -if properly fastened between two poles, Alumalite can withstand winds over 120 mph •
Weatherproof with Class A flame spread rating Recommended applications: • Wall and fence attached signs • Billboard/multiple panel signs • Post &amp; panel signs • Back-lit signs • Cut-outs • Channel letters • Scoreboards • POP displays See Aluma app panel section for more details. Color range (Available in 12 colors): call out availability • White • Silver metallic • Ivy green •
Sunset red • Brite yellow • Regal bronze • Sandbeež • Ivory • Royal blue • Raven black • Matte black • Candy apple red Over 50 locations across the US and Canada, Overnight Grafix offers on-time delivery of a wide variety of pins, vinyl badge supplies and more. Below is a list of our distribution centers nearby. East Baltimore, MDBoston, MACarlstadt, NJHartford, CTPhiladelphia,
PAFloridaFt Lauderdale, FLJacksonville, FLMiami, FLOrlando, FLTampa, FLCaliforniaOrange County, CASacramento, CASan Diego, CASan Francisco, CASuur LakesAkron, OHCincinnati, OHCleveland, OHColumbus, OHDetroit, MIGrand Rapids, MIIndianapolis, InMidwestChicago, ILKansas City, MoMinneapolis/ St. Paul, MNOwensville, MoSpringfield, ILSpring, Mostfield. Louis,
MO South CentralAustin, TXDallas, TXHouston, TXMcAllen, TXSan Antonio, TXSouth EastAtlanta, GABirmingham, ALCharleston, SCGreensboro, NCGreenville, SCMobile, ALNashville, TNRaleigh, NCRichmond, VAWestDenver, COLas Vegas, NVPhoenix, AZPortland, ORSeattle, WABurnaby, BCGacalry, ADarmouth, ADarmouth, ABLachine, QCToronto, ON More Info More
Information More Information Reviews Tags Wavy plastic core, double-sided aluminum stability and strength construction: Alumalite is a strong, aluminum composite panel with high density wavy polyallomer (CPA) core that does not swell, corroded, rot, wick water or delamate even with long-term water exposure factory baked polyester painted aluminum face to add high gloss to
shine and stiffness. Warranty not crack, chip, flake, or cream. Colorfast 10-year limited warranty Benefits: Field-tested through extensive freeze/melt cycling tests without significant structural panel failure Ideal colors, digital inks (both UV or solvent dried), screen print inks and pressure sensitive vinyl Strong and light, Alumalite is the same weight as 0.040 aluminum sheet metal
still 50 times stronger routs and cuts easily using standard carpentry even bends around corners Windproof&amp;#x2014 than properly attached between two poles, Alu malite can withstand winds over 120 mph Weatherproof with &amp;#x201C Class A flame spread rating 5X10 10MM WHITE LAMINATORS ALUMALITE See how different sizes look next to 6' tall person! Get
Free Design Without Paying Dime. beautiful colors for your new Alumalite, at what level of Solar Protection do you need? Download info hassle-free quote. In classes, not days. Product information about Alumalite Design for your Alumalite character is more than just your layout and colors. It is also important to take into account the size of the text. We offer a letter size calculator
so you don't have to worry about your sign being readable. Application If you find yourself hosting an annual yard sale, a long-lasting, weatherproof, reusable set of Alumalite signs saves you time. Customized home décor signs are very popular; Our Man Cave badges are great sellers. Alumalite is a great material for backyard, kitchen and pool signs. If you need an outdoor sign of
high stiffness, the Alumalite sign is a great choice. Alumalite sheets are relatively light weight, impenetrable weather, and an excellent choice for mounting or mobility requirements prevent the use of heavier plastic or wooden sign material. Finishing While the Alumalite signs are attractive and professional looking, you can add a more polished look in addition to edge capping.
Edge capping is available in a variety of colors and helps increase the presentation of your new Alumalite character. Adding a borderline to the edges creates the illusion of a solid sheet of aluminium with the advantages of alumalite added. Color alumalite characters can come in any color you want. We print all our Alumalite characters in full colors, so there is no charge for
additional colors. You can also add any design, photo, logo or art to your badge for free. However, if you choose vinyl, the price varies depending on the number of colors. Durability Do not let your outdoor Alumalite sign fade. Alumalite is one of the most materials there when it comes to markings. A rigid plastic core makes the mark very rigid but light. Two outer sheets of
aluminum naturally provide your protective coating (alumina), which prevents rusting. Combine this with 4 different endurance classes with protective coating, and your Alumalite character can remain vibrant and weatherproof for 10 or more years. TheSignChef.com, we'll tell you not to over-or-under-buy. But what does that mean? In other signs companies have a habit of selling
their customers only one durability option, regardless of customers' specific needs. Most are hesitant to quantify how long their characters last, and those that don't often limit the mark's life span to 5 years or less. As a result, often you get a character that is built (and priced) to last much longer or shorter than you really need, leading to frustration and higher costs at your end.
However, we offer 4 different endurance classes for our customized signs, from economy to ultra premium. There are pros and cons to each durability grade. For example, while the initial cost of the economic class mark is less than the super premium, if you eventually need to replace your badge every few years, you will pay more in the long run. There is a backside when you
invest in an ultra-premium grade sign, but with 3 years to realize that you want a new look, you've paid for more endurance than you need. How long do you want your Alumalite badge to last? For the indoor Alumalite sign, it's very rare that you would need something higher than an economic grade. However, if your Alumalite character appears outside, we recommend either a
standard, premium, or superpremium class. Any company can benefit from highlighting their brand. One great way to do this is to light Alumalite signs. Roadside signs are very effective at drawing customers into your business. Informative signs in store windows can help visitors even if you're not open. If you want to display maps or other navigation information, try adding
reflective materials to significantly improve visibility. We can add QR codes to your badge so that your customers can use it as a gateway point for even more information and services. Alumalite signs are one of the most popular character materials used today. When you start a new business, plan a charity event for nonprofit organizations, or just want to customize your place of
residence with the characters you create, the Alumalite characters are a choice you can rely on over and over again. Why? Alumalite combines a wavy plastic core glued to two sheet factory-ready aluminum, which produces a smooth professional finish. Metal sheets are specially designed to be lightweight and built to be very strong and rigid. With Alumalite you choose a
character material that is easy to install regardless of location and built to last. Custom characters are a proven asset. Regardless of your app, a well-designed character will increase your Exposure is important and one of the main goals of custom labels, but portraying your business image is equally important. A character crafted by Alumalite enhances the polished and
professional appearance of your business. Take this one step further and combine your custom Alumalite sign with edge capping or choose one of our numerous installation accessories. Set yourself apart from your competition and get the exposure you, your business, or your promotion deserves. Watch our instructional videos of Alumalite characters to learn more about
choosing thickness, size, shape and design, as well as stress-free installation. Smooth professional finish Wavy plastic core glued to two factory painted sheets aluminum Extremely light, but very rigid Standard material thickness is 1/4 Also available 1/2 thickness heavy duty strength applications Very tolerant environmental conditions (wind, cold and hot weather extremes)
Waterproof, rust proof and rot-resistant Shell for decades Inside Easy to install and install Plastic edge cap available polished ready-made appearance Available in all sizes Available in any color, design or style Your choice of design, photos, logos or art of the right size and shape of your alleuma mark depends on your specific needs. That's why we don't put too many restrictions
on our size options for Alumalite signs. Alumalite is available on the 5' x 10' page. This is the largest size available without stitches. If it's right for you to spread the code across multiple Alumalite pages, we can make your character as big as you want. Shape While we routinely cut alumalite in custom sizes, we usually only cut a rectangular or square shape. The material cannot
make cuttings or moulding difficult. All custom molding must be kept to a minimum. For complex shapes, we recommend other materials such as aluminum, Dibond or wood. The thickness of alumalite is a strong, aluminum composite metal panel with a high density, copolymer wavy plastic core. Similar to the construction of Dibond, Alumalite has two factory-colored sheets of
aluminum permanently connected on either side of the wavy plastic core, sandwiching a plastic panel between them. It is this plastic wavy core that gives the strength and stiffness of the Alumalite metal panel. We offer Alumalite in two thicknesses: 1/4: It is the standard thickness of alumalite characters. It is a rigid and good option for all wall marks except for irregular surfaces
installed. This thickness can withstand moderate winds. 1/2: This is especially heavy duty thickness alumalite signs. The strength of this panel is almost the same as UNDER ARMOUR wood. This thickness level has been tested in the factory to withstand higher wind speeds. We understand that installing your Alumalite sign yourself can seem like a daunting task, and maybe you
were even planning on hiring someone to do it for you. But before you go out to the game find a sign of installation In trying to work around your schedule and factoring in an extra $100+ for your services, let's show you how easy it is to be yourself. By installing your own sign, you can save yourself time and money. We offer a variety of installation kits and accessories that can be
ship ordered. For Alumalite metal signs, we offer these popular mounting accessories: Tara installation kits post and no installation of Real Estate Frames Of Excellence Guaranteed. Frequently Asked Questions About Alumalite How Quickly Can You Produce an Alumalite Character? Once you have confirmed your proof, we usually have your alumalite mark produced and ready to
board within two working days. Large orders and special requests are usually shipped within 3-7 business days. If your order is time sensitive, share your deadline with customer service at 800.899.6272. Is my Alumalite sign fading or scratched? All of our Alumalite signs are printed with weather, fade, and wear-resistant ink. Your Alumalite sign should not fade or scratch through
normal use. However, if you intentionally or inadvertently scratch your Alumalite sign with a sharp object, it's likely going to scratch the surface and/or printed part of the sign. Sign.
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